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COMPILATION: AP Biology as a first biology course 
 
From: Jon Hall 
Friday, March 9, 2018  
      Does anyone have any experience (or opinion on the appropriateness of) teaching AP 
Biology as a first biology course to academically strong juniors who have taken modeling 
physics in their freshman year and modeling chemistry in their sophomore year? 
  ------------------------------ 
Date:    Sun, 11 Mar 2018  
From:    Thomas Cummings, CBC High School for boys 
     AP Biology is an Honors requirement after they take Physics freshman year and Chemistry 
sophomore year, both model  based courses.  We did it because we also offer a college credit 
Anatomy class (very popular) that requires college biology before students can take it.  As a 
result, we will typically have 60 guys (3 sections) signed up for AP Biology as juniors, and so far 
they have been ahead of the national average on the test with no previous Biology.  So, it seems 
to work. 
  ----------------------------- 
Date:    Sat, 10 Mar 2018  
From:    Casey Rutherford  
    Three years ago we switched to this exact model; 9th grade accelerated students (main 
prerequisite is to be in the accelerated math track, so they are concurrently in Algebra 2) take 
physics, then honors chemistry as sophomores, then AP Bio as juniors. We have about 15% of 
our large (graduate about 600 seniors), suburban, fairly diverse (40% non-white) public high 
school in this track, self selected other than the prerequisite.  
    Two years in a row the Juniors taking AP Bio in this track averaged a 90% pass rate (3+) on 
the AP bio exam. So yeah, it’s been pretty successful despite being a first year bio course. The 
chemistry course isn’t modeling-based though.  
  ------------------------------- 
Date:    Sat, 10 Mar 2018  
From:    Timothy Burgess (a Modeling Workshop leader who switched his school to Physics 
First and documented great success) 
Jon, 
   We looked at AP performance of juniors taking a first course in biology as the AP Biology.  
There was some tension and doubts.  In the first year we noted that seniors and juniors had 
exactly the same pass rate (even though the seniors were taking it as a second biology.)  The 
juniors had taken Physics as freshman instead of the Biology. 
    Over the next few years we compared performance repeatedly.  Some students in the physics 
first sequence would take an honors biology first (the junior year).  The thinking was that this 
should help those students be more successful in the AP Biology.  That did not pan out.  The rate 
of juniors (first year in biology) and seniors (2nd year biology) passing the AP Exam was exactly 
the same. even when they both had physics first! 
     My thinking is that seniors "check out" in February and that motivation and persistence is 
quite different between juniors and seniors in mid to late May.  I say this because I noticed that 
juniors always scored higher than projected on the AP_C Mechanics exam than my seniors in the 
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same course (both groups had Physics as freshman).  The performance on AP Physics exams did 
markedly improve with a second year of physics though! 
     The study on AP biology is at: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BySFS4U_XYX6X3RrZ3B1S3NRT1E/edit 
 
The impact of Physics First on all AP Sciences increased both AP science enrollment AND 
AP Science Pass rates:  That study is at: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BySFS4U_XYX6aU5yRUJYS0hTRm8/edit 
 
I will say that everything depends on the 9th grade physics teachers. If they are trained and 
enthusiastic about modeling physics with freshman, then that I think is the key.  If you have a 
physics teacher who wants the year to end earlier and to teach more mature students, then 
physics first will probably not be as effective. 


